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SCHOOL AIM
“To provide a Christian environment in which young people are safe,
secure, cared for and happy, and are able to develop into articulate,
confident and well qualified citizens of the world.”

Acts of Worship
The start of a new half term marked assemblies detailing what we’ve
reflected on since September and our worship upto Christmas. The photo
above shows the Revd Birkinshaw and six students with prompts signifying
the stories from the people of God in the Old Testament. From left to right,
the story of Creation, Abraham and Isaac, David and Goliath, David as King,
Israelites in captivity leading to the promise of a Messiah (hence the
Christmas tree). Revd Birkinshaw threaded the pink ribbon through all of
these symbols to show that God’s story is our story. The arrow pointing
above reminds us that at different times in our lives we will face the
challenges encountered by the people of the old testament.

Year 11 Pizza Challenge!
Last Thursday, students in 11SBA were rewarded with some delicious
pizzas for being the Year 11 form with the most subjects on or above
target. More pizza rewards will be given in January following the mock
examinations. Can another Year 11 form beat 11SBA to earn a tasty
lunch?

Qui est-ce?
The famous game, ‘Guess Who?”, or “Qui est-ce?” (in French) was a game
played recently in a Year 7 Modern Foreign Language class with Head of
MFL, Ms Jones. Students dressed as the characters from the game and
were asked to say the physical descriptions in French. The below
photographs show the game in action!

Ambassadors of Trinity!
The mature and responsible attitudes of our students was recently evident
when the school received a call of thanks from a member of the community.
Several of our students found some car keys on the floor and handed them
into a nearby place of work, thinking the owner may work there. Luckily the
owner was able to be traced and was very grateful to our students for
handing in the keys. This is an excellent example of our students being
responsible members of the local community - well done!
Studious Atmosphere
As we are now well into the second half term of the school year, it is a
pleasure to see the positive and hardworking students around our Sixth
Form. All students are encouraged to become “responsible learners” and the
below photos show the very studious atmosphere in our Sixth Form Centre.

And Finally…
...on Friday, 17th November, we will have our annual ‘non-uniform day’ for
all year groups, in support of Children in Need. All students will be asked to
bring in a donation of £1 and all proceeds will go to Children in Need.
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